We are going to discuss improved mining strategies which are required to maintain optimized website structure which in turn is helpful for increase businesses, to keep check on competitor's websites, comparison of various brands, attracting new customers and to retain the old customers. Each product are classified. The classification of products and services enables reliable and efficient electronic exchanges of product data across organizations. Products are classified with Dataset, Category Score, Tokenization and Keyword Classification.
Introduction
Information about the mining could be the technique of inspecting & gather info by different perspectives along with outlining the idea in beneficial details. The idea details helpful to improve income, reduces prices, or both equally. It really is used for gather the data by different-different web sites. Information about the mining could be the technique of finding information within big relational listings. The item a good choice for end users to handle the information effortlessly. Process for finding files habits undetectable inside significant files units.
Digital trade, often called E-commerce/ecommerce, will be trading inside offerings using pc communities, such as Net. Digital trade attracts on technology such as cellular trade, automated funds transport, source cycle supervision, and Affiliate marketing, on-line deal finalizing, automated files interchange (EDI), stock supervision techniques and also automatic files series techniques.
Literature Survey
2001 Ed H. Chi, Peter Pirolli, Kim Chen, James Pitkow have proposed on the Web, users typically forage for information by navigating from page to page along Web links. Their surfing patterns or actions are guided by their information needs. Researchers need tools to explore the complex interactions between user needs, user actions, and the structures and contents of the Web. In this paper, they describe two computational methods for understanding the relationship between user needs and user actions. First, for a particular pattern of surfing, we seek to infer the associated information need. Second, given an information need, and some pages as starting points, they attempt to predict the expected surfing patterns. The algorithms use a concept called -information scent‖, which is the subjective sense of value and cost of accessing a page based on perceptual cues. They present an empirical evaluation of these two algorithms, and show their effectiveness. 2015 D. Ramamonjisoa, R. Murakami, B. Chakraborty have proposed the number of user-contributed comments is increasing exponentially. Such comments are found widely in social media sites including internet discussion forums and news agency websites. In this paper, they summarize the current approaches to text analysis and the visualization tools which deal with opinion and topics mining of those comments. They then describe experiments for topic modeling on users' comments and examine the possible extensions of methods on visualization, sentiment analysis and opinion summarization systems.
2015 Yongyi Cheng, Yumian Yang, Jianhua Jiang and GaoChao Xu have proposed with the rapid development of E-Commerce, how to evaluate the E-Commerce sites accurately has become an important issue. However, to cluster E-Commerce sites correctly and accurately is not an easy thing based on characteristics of high dimensions and uneven density for E-Commerce sites. This leads to bad performance of the cluster result.
2012 Belsare Satish and Patil Sunil have proposed Data mining has matured as a field of basic and applied research in computer science. The objective of this dissertation is to evaluate, propose and improve the use of some of the recent approaches, architectures and Web mining techniques (collecting personal information from customers) are the means of utilizing data mining methods to induce and extract useful information from Web information and service where data mining has been applied in the fields of e-commerce and e-business (that means User's behavior). In the context of web mining, clustering could be used to cluster similar click-streams to determine learning behaviors in the case of e-learning or general site access behaviors in e-commerce. Most of the algorithms presented in the literature to deal with clustering web sessions treat sessions as sets of visited pages within a time period and do not consider the sequence of the click-stream visitation. This has a significant consequence when comparing similarities between web sessions. Wang and Zaiane propose an algorithm based on sequence alignment to measure similarities between web sessions where sessions are chronologically ordered sequences of page accesses. Licensed Under Creative Commons Attribution CC BY recommendation of the product that customer may want to buy. This system increase the sale of vendor and easy to find product from available product. Association rule mining and clustering technique use to make real time recommendation system. From the user's transaction data-set they can generate rules for customer buying tendency. Based on customer purchased product and customer profile, they can generate recommendation using association rule mining technique. Association rule mining is very time consuming process for large data-set. So, it is not feasible for real time recommendation system. To overcome this problem clustering technique is used. Using hierarchical clustering we can make partition of whole large data-set in to tree of clusters. It decrease the time for real time recommendation system.
Present Work
We propose the use of a rich set of Product Classification features like positive, negative, automatic product feature classification. The proposed feature selection method can improve product classification performance. The proposed Feature Relation Network is rule-based product classification method that finds the product features category and subcategory from the given dataset. The proposed algorithm consisted of four basic components: Dataset, Category Score, Tokenization, Keyword classification for each category.
Dataset:
The first step is used to read the products saved in the excel file. The key features are read and classified.
Tokenization:
In this module, the program reads the known words from the user comment based on the word list prepared on the basis of most common words. This word is list is obtained by matching the words in the user comments along with a valid word list file already saved as a text file. The text file is loaded into the memory and passed to the tokenization process for the further computations. The process of tokenization then extract all of the words from the user comment and filter them on the basis of a list of common words containing no features. The filtered list is obtained after deleting those matching words in the user comment. These common words are not given in the word weight file containing the rank/weight of each word being used in the common English language, which contains a neutral, positive or negative emotion.
Category Score: In this, the product's entire name match with the dictionary. The Dictionary contains all company names with their category. When the product matches to particular company name, then it will be categorized according to company's product category. If any company working with two categories, then it will be subcategorized further.
Keyword Classification: In this, every possible keyword for each category has own score. First all keywords of product features break down into separate. After breaking down each keyword matches with keyword score. After that total score will be calculated on the basis of keyword matching criteria. This way, product subcategory will be found. 
Conclusion & Future Work
In the future, the proposed algorithm can be enhanced to calculate product features of more products or with a wider range. The above categories can be probably calculated using the dictionary based phrase specification methods. Also, the proposed algorithm can be improved on the basis of execution time and accuracy.
